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Hi everyone hasn’t time flown since the last Newsletter! I have been a ‘Busy Lizzie’
recently and have just managed to find time to sit and compose the last Newsletter
of 2021, which I hope you enjoy!
Our programme of speakers continues apace and we are being treated to some
wonderful and varied evenings. I was blown away with the images that Alison Taylor
showed us in her talk ‘Lake District and Coastal Photography’, and greatly enjoyed
our ‘Ladies Night’ with Val Manning, Jane Storer and Christine Mallett. And I was
intrigued to discover the photographic genre of Urbex, so much that I had to look-up
its definition and found the following: ‘The term “urban exploration”—aka UrbEx and
UE (its cooler and trendier terms) has morphed and mutated from its literal meaning.
Today, it represents a community of people who like to explore and photograph manmade structures that have been abandoned or are off-limits to the general public.
People have varied definitions, but nine times out of ten, when someone mentions
urban exploration, they are talking about entering abandoned buildings to take
pictures. Other popular activities that fall under the UrbEx definition are draining
(exploring drains), craning (climbing cranes), and infiltration (exploring active
buildings)’. Think I might have to try my hand at UE in 2022, and the images in this
genre definitely have more impact in monochrome (in my humble opinion!).
And what about our competitions? They seem to be coming along thick and fast, it’s
hard to keep up! Who would have thought you could have had so many different and
interesting images of ‘Trees’ followed by ‘Shapes’ and then the ‘Panels’? And wasn’t
it lovely to see the Prints again – we have missed them. Hats off to everyone for the
images you are submitting and the variety and thought that goes into them. I
genuinely think the standard of the images our members are submitting for the
competitions are really getting stronger and stronger.
Did anyone see the results of the UK Landscape Photographer of the Year 2021
awards? (www.lpoty.co.uk). The overall winning entry, ‘Morning at Countryside’ by
Mara Leit, was beautiful. Due to copyright I can’t copy the picture to put in the
Newsletter to show you, but if you go on the website you can see all the winners of
all the categories. There are some great images and it might give you some ideas
for your photography. Enjoy looking at them, I did.
Well, Christmas is nearly upon us and thank you to Rosie for co-ordinating our Society
Christmas Card again this year, a lovely thought. I hope you all have a very peaceful,
enjoyable and healthy Christmas and New Year however you may be spending it and
I will raise my glass of mulled wine to you all on Christmas Day. But above all please
‘Stay Safe’, as we continue to live in these challenging and uncertain times. Now
where is my Christmas jumper …?
Best wishes
Liz xx
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Through the Lens
November is synonymous with ‘Remembrance Sunday’ (‘Poppy Day’) and as this year
represents the 100 year anniversary since the formation of The Royal British Legion I
thought it might be interesting to do a feature on War Photography. This is not to
celebrate War but to recognise that with the development of photography and
advances in technology the 20th Century really saw the emergence of the genre of War
Photography.
Although images of war started to emerge during the latter part of the 19th Century, it
is arguably the First World War that really became the catalyst for images of war. The
conflict due to its scale and duration brought images of the atrocities of war to the
masses and enhanced general public awareness as well as becoming a historical,
archive. This was because by the early 20th Century, photographic technology had
developed sufficiently to record the rapid action of combat and movement. Prior to this
early photographic equipment was technically insufficient in this regard, the
daguerreotype, an early form of photography that generated a single image using a
silver-coated copper plate took a very long time for the image to develop and could not
be processed immediately. Early photographers recorded more sedentary aspects of
war, such as fortifications, soldiers and land before and after battle. Portrait images of
soldiers were also often staged.
A number of daguerreotypes were taken of the occupation of Saltillo during the
Mexican-American War in 1847 by an unknown photographer. John McCosh, a
surgeon in the Bengal Army, is considered by some historians to be the first war
photographer known by name. He produced a series of photographs documenting the
Second Anglo-Sikh War from 1848-1849. These consisted of portraits of fellow officers,
key figures from the campaigns, administrators and their families.
He also
photographed local people and architecture, artillery emplacements and the destructive
aftermath. McCosh later photographed the Second Anglo-Burmese War (1852–53)
where he photographed colleagues, captured guns, temple architecture in Yangon and
Burmese people.
The first official attempts at war photography were made by the British government at
the start of the Crimean War. In March 1854, Gilbert Elliott was commissioned to
photograph views of the Russian fortifications along the coast of the Baltic Sea and
Roger Fenton was the first official war photographer and the first to attempt a
systematic coverage of war for the benefit of the public, his images published in The
Illustrated London News.
Due to the size and
cumbersome nature of his photographic equipment,
Fenton was limited in his choice of images. Because the
photographic material of his time needed long exposures,
he was only able to produce pictures of stationary objects,
mostly posed pictures. He avoided making pictures of
dead, injured or mutilated soldiers and also photographed
the landscape – his most famous image was of the area
near to where the Charge of the Light Brigade took place.
Image of Crimean War, Roger Fenton

In February 1858, James Robertson and Felice Beato
documented the aftermath of the Indian Rebellion of
1857.
They produced possibly the first-ever
photographic images of corpses.
Interior of Fort Taku, Felice Beato
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The First World War was one of the first conflicts
during which cameras were small enough to be
carried on one's person. Canadian soldier Jack
Turner secretly and illegally brought a camera to
the battlefront and made photographs. In the 20th
Century, professional photographers covered all
the major conflicts, and many were killed as a
consequence. The occupation of ‘photo journalism’
also emerged.

Battle of Vimy Ridge 1917, Jack Turner

Today photographers are protected by international conventions of armed warfare,
but history shows that they are often considered targets by warring groups sometimes to show hatred of their opponents and/or to prevent the facts shown in
the photographs from being known. War photography has become more
dangerous with the advent of terrorism as some terrorists target journalists and
photographers. In the Iraq War 36 photographers and camera operators were
abducted or killed during the conflict from 2003-2009.
War Photography has also resulted in some images becoming globally famous.
Perhaps the most iconic of them all is Nick Ut’s ‘The Terror of War’ that depicts children
in flight from a napalm bombing during the Vietnam War, which won the World Press
Photo of the Year 1973

Nick Ut’s ‘The Terror of War’

If you are interested in learning more about famous War Photographers here are just
a few to Google:
Margaret Bourke-White - the first female war correspondent. She was also the first
woman allowed to work in combat zones during World War II.
Robert Capa – considered the most famous in history, partly down to controversy,
extensive combat photography and the way he died.
Phillip Jones-Griffiths – famed for his coverage of the Vietnam War.
Moises Saman – best known for his work covering the Iraq War.
Joao Silva – best known for his coverage of South Africa and Nelson Mandela.
Ernest Brooks – famous for his First World War photographs, particularly as he used
silhouettes in his images.

“Photography is not about cameras, gadgets and gizmos.
Photography is about photographers. A camera didn’t make a
great picture any more than a typewriter wrote a great novel.”
– Peter Adams
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Food for Thought!
A survey has just revealed Briton’s favourite Christmas trimmings are as follows:

•

• Roast Potatoes – 70%
• Pigs in blankets – 56%
• Stuffing – 37%
• Brussels sprouts – 32%
• Yorkshire puddings – 31%
• Parsnips – 28%
• Cauliflower cheese – 21%
• Mashed potatoes – 16%
I am so pleased the much maligned Brussels sprout has made it as our top vegetable
– I love them!

And with all the delicious excesses of Christmas Day on average each person in the
UK will consume 6,000 calories …! That’s not all, the average Briton will consume an
average of 26 units of alcohol per day this Christmas, with the nation collectively
expected to drink almost 5.7 billion units of alcohol between Christmas Eve and New
Year’s Day. That equates to an average of 156 units each over the course of six days
– nearly 10 times more than the average 16 units consumed on a regular night out!
The healthy news though is that 29% of people don’t drink alcohol over the festive
period.
And with your Christmas Dinner, 29% of you will be having white wine, 25% red wine,
19% prosecco, 18% beer and 15% non-alcoholic or low alcohol drinks. Cheers!

Visit us
On-Line!
https://www.shirleyphoto.org

https://www.shirleyphoto.org
https://www.facebook.com/shirleyphotographicsociety/
https://www.instagram.com/shirleyphotosoc/
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Clyde Butcher
By Jane Roby
Following on from the article about Ansel Adams I would like to tell you about an
American photographer called Clyde Butcher, an
American large format camera photographer known
for wilderness photography of the Florida landscape.
Born in Kansas City, Missouri in 1942, Clyde Butcher
led a nomadic childhood with his parents, until they
settled in Southern California when he was 18. He
graduated in architecture from California Polytechnic
University in 1960. While visiting Yosemite National
Park 3 years later, he learned about the photography
studies of Ansel Adams. With the downturn in the
economy during that period he soon realised that he
could make more money in photography than he was
making in architecture. He began his career doing
colour photography before switching to large scale
black-and-white landscape photography.
In 1993, Butcher purchased 14 acres in Big Cypress National Preserve in Southern
Florida that is surrounded by over a million acres of wilderness, where he built his
gallery and home. He then realised that he needed to help the public to understand
the beauty of the swamp and began leading guided tours through the swamp behind
his gallery in Big Cypress National Preserve.
In 1997, Butcher began creating very large images up to 5x9 feet and needed a larger
darkroom. He purchased a building in an industrial park in Venice, Florida where he
also now has a gallery. The darkroom is 2000 sq feet and is open to the public twice a
year for tours.
Eventually, Butcher had a partnership that marketed and sold his images to the wall
décor departments of several major American stores.
Now aged 79 he continues to be a strong advocate of conservation efforts and uses
his work to promote awareness of the beauty of natural places. His deep appreciation
for the Everglades inspired him to work for the restoration and preservation of the
environment. He has received recognition for his community service as well as his
photography.
In November 2012 we spent a few days in The Big Cypress National Preserve in
Florida. Our accommodation was recommended by Chris and Don Mallet, who had
stayed there during the previous year. We stayed in Clyde Butcher’s Swamp
Bungalow, which at that time was an old trailer with an attached lounge extension. It
looks like it has undergone some renovation since we stayed. There is also the
Swamp Cottage, which sleeps up to 6 people. It was previously the family home, before
they moved to Venice, Florida.
Having missed the scheduled swamp walk for that week, and with a husband who had
no intention of putting a foot in the water, the site manager volunteered to take me on
a short walk one morning before opening the gallery. It was amazing. The pristine
water was between ankle and chest height, and very warm. So what about the
alligators? According to the local guides, “gators really want nothing to do with humans.
We don’t provide food for them. We’re tall. We’re most of the time pretty smelly beasts
to them. Gators avoid us. We do nothing for them. The same goes for snakes.”
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We used long stout sticks to check the depth of the water and to avoid sunken logs etc.
We enjoyed seeing wild orchids and birds amongst the Cypress trees that give the area
its name. It was a truly relaxing and therapeutic experience. A swamp walk with the
right guide is definitely one for the bucket list.
Info ref Wikipedia.
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Who Ate All the Pies?
A survey in 2020 revealed the following Mince Pie Facts:
On average, people in the South-West are the mince pie eating champs! Eating 24 pies
per season, they dominated those in the East of England and London who only eat 16
mince pies over the holidays. In the Midlands we eat 18 pies per person.
The Scots are also big fans of the tasty, fruity pie with an average of 21 mince pies
eaten per person per festive season.
The national average of mince pies being consumed every festive season is 19 per
person. It’s therefore estimated that around 1 billion mince pies will be eaten this year
nationally!
And what about the good old Christmas Pudding, well we manage to eat 25 million of
those!
But save a thought for the poor old Turkey. In the UK we ‘gobble up’ (excuse the pun!)
10 million turkeys each Christmas.

And following our recent competition on ‘Trees’, I started thinking about our
Christmas stalwart, the Tree and found these 10 interesting facts:
1. 1000 years ago in Northern Europe Christmas trees were hung upside down from
chandeliers!
2. The first documented use of a tree at Christmas was in the town square of Riga,
the capital of Latvia, in the year 1510.
3. Candles were originally used to decorate Christmas trees to represent the stars in
the night sky. Electric lights have replaced these - the first string of electric lights
was created in 1880 by Thomas Edison, the inventor of the first successful
practical light bulb.
4. Nowadays we see angels or stars on the top of trees, but prior to this it was a
figure of the Baby Jesus.
5. The Christmas tree in Trafalgar Square, London is given to the UK by Norway
every year as a thank you gift for the help the UK gave Norway in World War II.
6. Around 8 million Christmas trees are sold each year in the UK.
7. There are three main varieties of Christmas tree; Pine, Spruce and Noble Fir.
8. The Pine takes 5 years to grow, the Spruce 7 years and the Noble Fir 10 years.
9. Artificial trees damage the environment. They last for less than six years in your
home, but for centuries in a landfill.
10. An acre of Christmas trees provides 18 people the daily oxygen they need.
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Photography Podium
Here’s a round-up of the results from our recent competitions.

‘Trees’
Trees cover c.30% of the earth’s land surface, soaking up carbon dioxide from the air
and emitting oxygen to help us breathe and stay alive. There are c.60,000 different
species of trees globally, alongside at least five big rainforests.
We had a TREE-mendous competition with 103 images of trees entered.
Congratulations to our President, Mick Schilling, who had a clean sweep taking the
top three places in Group 3.

Group 1:

‘Storm Brewing Over the 18th’
by Georgina Foxwell

‘Leaf Peeping’
by Elizabeth Smith

‘From Little Acorns’
by Aileen Knock

Group 2:

‘Tree #1’
by Chris Johnson

‘Past its Autumn Glory’
by Ray Manning

‘Was a Tree Once’
by Hazel Lane
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Group 3:

‘Dawn in the Valley’
by Mick Schilling

‘Where Day Ends and
Night Begins’
by Mick Schilling

‘Chestnut Nest’
by Mick Schilling

Stop me if you’ve heard this one….
Why can’t Christmas trees sew properly?
Because they can’t help but drop their needles

President’s Assignment – ‘Shapes’
A great subject matter that saw some wonderful, different and creative
interpretations. It was also wonderful to see a Prints category back again.
Prints Competition:

1st and 'Best of Night'
'Pavement and Steps' by Dave Venables

2nd
'Designer Outlet' by Graham Walton

3rd
'Cuboids and Prisms' by David Steele
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Digital Competition:

1st
'Thinking Outside the Box'
by Jolanta B Axon

2nd
'Wrong Hole'
by Aileen Nock

3rd
'Pyramint'
by Chris Lee

Panels

Congratulations to Jolanta Bujalska Axon, whose panel was awarded ‘Best of the
Night’, Chris Lee, who achieved a clean sweep in Group 1, and Heather Thompson
who won Group 2.
Group 1:

Chris Lee – ‘Knife Angel’

‘Eddie’

‘Frozen Lake Driving’

Group 2:

Heather Thompson
‘Kelpie Spirits’

Jenny Ladbroke
‘A Collection of Calla Lillies’

Tony Dyson
‘Forty-five Pence’
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Group 3:

Jolanta Bujalska Axon
‘Walking in a Winter Wonderland’

Graham Walton
‘Steam Shed’

Mick Schilling
‘Flight Pattern’

External Recognition

Many congratulations to our President, Mick Schilling, for his ‘Banded Demoiselle on
Red Campion’ which was awarded an SPS (Smethwick PS) Ribbon in the Smethwick
International Salon recently. Mick also had 5 other images accepted. A wonderful
achievement.

“When people ask me what equipment I use – I tell them my eyes.”
— Anonymous
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All I Want for Christmas Is …
I posed our members five ‘Christmas’ questions and here’s their replies. Thank you
for sending them in:
Mick Shilling
1 All I want for Christmas is ...?
Beer
2 What is the best Christmas present you ever received?
Beer
3 What is the worst Christmas present you ever received?
Bad Beer
4 What is your favourite food at Christmas?
Scratchings
5 What is your favourite drink at Christmas?
Beer
I think Mick has a theme going here …
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Phil Moorhouse
1. All I want for Christmas is ...?
A winning Lotto ticket
2. What is the best Christmas present you ever received?
Casio QV-10 Digital Camera in 1995 (resolution 320 x 240)
3. What is the worst Christmas present you ever received?
A bar of soap.... I can take a hint!
4. What is your favourite food at Christmas?
Cheesy Footballs.
5. What is your favourite drink at Christmas?
Single Malt Whisky
Jane Storer
1.

All I want for Christmas is ...?
Peace and Harmony in the world, one can but hope.

2.

What is the best Christmas present you ever received?
A red hand-bag when I was about 12 years old.

3.

What is the worst Christmas present you ever received?
A bottle of perfume, that smelt 'orible.

4.

What is your favourite food at Christmas?
Smoked Salmon

5.

What is your favourite drink at Christmas?
A G&T with ice and a slice, followed by several more.....

Jenny Ladbrooke
1. All I want for Christmas is ...?
A Canon mirrorless R5 or R6. Not expecting to find one in my Christmas
stocking though….but I will settle for happy family time round the fire.
2. What is the best Christmas present you ever received?
My late husband was not a very imaginative gift finder. By way of an example
I received a kettle for my 30th…..he didn’t make that mistake again shall we
say! So I was very touched when he acquired a painting of a special place to
us one year.
3. What is the worst Christmas present you ever received?
Anything for the kitchen is a big no no for me as I hate cooking but after the
kettle debacle I’ve been pretty lucky.
4. What is your favourite food at Christmas?
Sherry trifle provided I manage not to make the custard lumpy which is my
normal special skill.
5. What is your favourite drink at Christmas?
Amarula a lovely South African liquor. Reminds of wonderful sundowners and
I can always dream I’m there which with covid and red lists seems to be a
distant hope!
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Tracy Humphreys
1. All I want for Christmas is ...?
A change of luck would be nice…
2. What is the best Christmas present you ever received?
As a child, a poodle puppy…!
3. What is the worst Christmas present you ever received?
Bath salts in a ripped box…couldn’t even put them into a raffle…!
4. What is your favourite food at Christmas?
Anything I haven’t had to cook…
5. What is your favourite drink at Christmas?
Ginger wine…granny’s favourite…!
Kate Carlan
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

All I want for Christmas is something off my list (please!).
Best xmas present was 2 bags of cement and two bags of plaster.
Worst present was a teapot in the shape of a whale.
Favourite food is stuffing and sausages.
Favourite drink is champagne with sloe gin.

I hope you all get something of what you wish for this Christmas and enjoy your
favourite food and drink.
Calling all members …..
We are always on the look-out for contributions to our Society Newsletter. If you
would like to submit an article, your biography, some photographs, a tutorial, a joke,
a puzzle, a poem, an advertisement, or anything else you can think of, all
contributions will be gratefully received at:
172elizabeth@gmail.com
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Sing-a-Long at Christmas

I don’t know about you but I love Christmas and all the music related to it. I am sure
we all have our ‘favourite’ songs and carols and those we aren’t quite so fond of. Well,
here’s what were the Nation’s favourite songs and carols in 2021. I bet you start
humming them to yourself as you read them, I did!
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Top 20 Favourite ‘Modern’ Christmas Songs
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

The Pogues featuring Kirsty MacColl - Fairytale Of New York
Wham! - Last Christmas
Slade - Merry Xmas Everybody
Bing Crosby - White Christmas
Wizzard – I Wish It Could Be Christmas Every Day
Mariah Carey – All I Want For Christmas Is You
Chris Rea - Driving Home For Christmas
Band Aid - Do They Know It's Christmas?
Greg Lake - I Believe In Father Christmas
Johnny Mathis - When A Child Is Born
Boney M - Mary's Boy Child (Oh My Lord)
East 17 - Stay Another Day
Nat King Cole - The Christmas Song (Chestnuts Roasting On An Open Fire)
John Lennon and Yoko Ono / Plastic Ono Band - Happy Xmas (War is Over)
Shakin' Stevens - Merry Christmas Everyone
Frankie Goes To Hollywood - The Power Of Love
Aled Jones - Walking In The Air
Bing Crosby and David Bowie – Little Drummer Boy (Peace On Earth)
Jona Lewie - Stop The Cavalry
Cliff Richard - The Millennium Prayer

Top 30 ‘Traditional’ carols (as voted by Classic FM’s listeners)
1. O Holy Night
2. Silent Night
3. In the Bleak Mid-Winter (Holst)
4. Hark! The Herald Angels Sing
5. In the Bleak Mid-Winter (Darke)
6. O Come All Ye Faithful
7. Carol of the Bells
8. Once in Royal David’s City
9. O Little Town of Bethlehem
10. Joy to the World
11. Away in a Manger
12. O Come, O Come Emmanuel
13. God Rest Ye Merry, Gentlemen
14. Ding Dong! Merrily on High
15. Coventry Carol
16. The Holly and the Ivy
17. It Came Upon a Midnight Clear
18. Good King Wenceslas
19. In Dulci Jubilo
20. Gaudete
21. Sussex Carol
22. The Three Kings
23. Candlelight Carol
24. We Three Kings
25. The First Nowell
26. See Amid the Winter’s Snow
27. I Saw Three Ships
28. Jesus Christ the Apple Tree
29. Gabriel’s Message
30. Star Carol (Rutter)

It’s a Cracker …!
Why does Father Christmas have three gardens?
So he can ‘Ho, Ho, Ho’!
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Bird Fair
Many of us have regularly attended the Bird Fair at Rutland Water every August until
the intervention of Covid. Sadly I am reliably informed that this event has now been
permanently discontinued. In part this is due to Covid, but also to this changing world
and the ethics of promoting nature tourism when we are all being encouraged to reduce
our travel. There is also concern about the effect of footfall compacting the ground
adjacent to Rutland Water over the 30 years that this event has been running.
Over the years we have enjoyed many talks at this event, and it has been the catalyst
for a number of enjoyable trips. If anyone would like the full statement issued by the
Leicestershire and Rutland Wildlife Trust please contact me and I will be happy to send
it on.
Jane Roby

Happy Christmas everyone and best wishes
for 2022. The Newsletter will return next year.

It’s a Cracker …!
What is the best Christmas present in the world?
A broken drum, you just can’t beat it!

Who is Father Christmas’s favourite singer?
Elfi-is Presley …

How does Good King Wenceslas like his pizza?
Deep pan, crisp and even!

